Mini Book

Contents
1. 10-page mini book with blank clocks
2. 17-page mini book with complete clocks
3. 17-page mini book with blank clocks
4. 14-page mini book with complete clocks
5. 14-page mini book with blank clocks and animal pictures

There are two main options: the first has only 10 pages, so that the book fits comfortably onto A4 paper. You can either select ten of the animals from the story, or print out extra copies of the last page (this will mean that the clocks on the final pages will not show when the book is closed.) The second option has 14 or 17 pages, one for each of the animals, including the friendly ladybird at the beginning and end. For this option, the clocks are not completely visible when the book is closed.

Arrange the pages into size, smallest first, and staple them together into the mini book.

Depending on the book you use, children draw hands onto the clock, and draw a picture of the animal that the bad-tempered ladybird meets at that time, or read the clock and draw the animal, or colour in the animal.
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Partial Mini Book
Includes 10 pages over 3 A4 sheets
Blank clocks
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Full Mini Book
Includes 17 pages over 5 A4 sheets
One page per animal
Separate pages for the parts of the whale
Completed clocks
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Full Mini Book
Includes 17 pages over 5 A4 sheets
One page per animal
Separate pages for the parts of the whale
Blank clocks
Full Mini Book

Includes 14 pages over 4 A4 sheets
One page per animal
One page for the whole whale (at 5 o’clock)
Completed clocks
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Full Mini Book
Includes 14 pages over 4 A4 sheets
One page per animal
One page for the whole whale (at 5 o’clock)
Blank clocks
Pictures of animals for children to colour in
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